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A method is developed for computing the L2-index of a “locally symmetric” 
elliptic differential operator D,, acting on a locally symmetric manifold 
Mr = T\G/K with G semisimple of real-rank one and r of finite co-volume, based 
on applying the Selberg trace formula to the difference of the two heat kernels 
associated to Dr. The applications include an extension of the Osborne-Warner 
multiplicity formula to certain non-integrable discrete series-derived from the L2- 
spinor formula, and showing the existence, in some cases, of non-invariant L*- 
cohomology classes in the middle dimension-via the L*-signature formula. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let it4 = G/K be a Riemannian symmetric manifold of noncompact ype, 
where G is a connected, noncompact, real semisimple Lie group and K a 
maximal compact subgroup. Let E, F be finite-dimensional K-modules, 8, .F 
the corresponding homogeneous vector bundles over M and let D be a G- 
invariant elliptic differential operator from 8’ to F. Consider now a 
Clifford-Klein form Mr = T\G/K of it4, with r a discrete, torsion-free 
subgroup of G. Then D drops down to M,. and gives an elliptic differential 
operator D, from Z’r = r\Z to ,Fr =rv. When Mr is compact, the 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem [5], or the Hirzebruch proportionality principle 
[ 161 combined with the Bott index theorem [9], provides an explicit formula 
for the index of D,., which is considerably simpler than the general index 
formula in the sense that it only involves the virtual K-character ch E - ch F 
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rather th m the full Chern character of the symbol of D,. . This formula is a 
very use ‘ul tool for studying the r-automorphic forms, the discrete series 
represent 3tions of G [4, 121 and their multiplicities in L’(T\G) [ 121. Many 
of the most interesting locally symmetric manifolds, however, are not 
compact: they have “cusps.” A reasonable assumption in this context, which 
is autonlatically fulfilled when r is arithmetic, is that M, has finite 
Riemannian volume. In fact, as proved by one of us [ 211, this condition 
(together with a certain technical restriction on r, which is again void in the 
arithmetic case) ensures that D, admits a meaningful L*-index which, as in 
the comr act case, depends on the difference ch E - ch F only. It seems to us 
important o have an explicit formula for this L*-index. 
The pl esent paper addresses this problem in the case of locally symmetric 
manifolds of finite volume and strictly negative sectional curvature. In other 
words, the manifolds we deal with are Clifford-Klein forms, of finite 
Riemannian volume, for real, complex, quaternionic, or Cayley hyperbolic 
spaces. 1,et M, = I’\M be such a manifold, with M = G/K, G linear and 
Tc G n#:at. If M, is odd-dimensional, then index D, = 0 for any elliptic 
operator D as above (cf. (1.2.5)). So, we may assume that rank G = rank K. 
The L’-index formula is then of the form (see Section 7.2) 
index D, = vol(T\G) index, D + “correction terms,” 
where injexc D denotes the “G-index” of the G-invariant elliptic differential 
operator D on M defined and computed in [lo]. The “correction terms,” 
accounti lg for the presence of the cusps, are actually zero in surprisingly 
many cases, e.g., when M is a real hyperbolic space (cf. Theorem 7.5(a)). 
For real ons which soon will become transparent, we were not able to 
compute these additional terms in the general case. However, there are two 
importart instances in which we do obtain an exact L2-index formula. 
The first arises when D, is a Dirac-type operator with coefficients in a 
bundle induced by a K-module V,, whose highest weight iu satisfies the 
condition: ,U + (the half sum of the compact roots) is regular with respect o 
the full I oot system. In this case (see Theorem 7. l), the formula for the L*- 
spinor ir dex is precisely the formula of Osborne-Warner 124) (as corrected 
by DeG:orge [ 111) for the multiplicity in L'(T\G) of the discrete series 
represemation corresponding to ,U (provided that this representation is 
integrable). As a consequence, we show that the same multiplicity formula 
holds, in fact, for certain non-integrable discrete series (cf. Corollary 7.2). 
The s’:cond interesting case is provided by the signature operator, whose 
L*-index is computed in Section 7.3. A notable consequence of this com- 
putation is the existence of non-invariant classes in the middle-dimensional 
L*-coho nology for those M,.‘s which correspond to G = SU(2n + 2, l), 
SP(% 1) (n> 1) or F4.1, and such that voI(M,) is “sufficiently” large. 
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The main bulk of the paper’ (Sections 2-6) is devoted to the computation 
of the L2-index of a twisted Dirac operator Dz,,, with ,U = the highest weight 
of an irreducible K-module. We now outline the main ideas. Let d: = 
DzJ-D:,r be the corresponding spinor Laplacians on Mr. Then the heat 
semigroups e -“f are of the form Rr(h:) with h: heat kernels on the 
covering space M and Rr the right quasi-regular epresentation of G on 
L’(T\G). The operators Rr(h:) are not, in general, of trace class, but their 
“discrete part” Rj;(hf) is. Moreover, as shown in 1211, 
index 0: r = Tr Rf&h:) - Tr Rz(h;), t > 0, 
which suggests a method of attack along the lines of the Atiyah-Bott-Patodi 
proof [2] for the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. However, since the heat 
operators are now cut down to their discrete spectrum, one cannot 
reasonably hope to have a local asymptotic heat expansion. Instead, we use 
the Selberg trace formula [30], as developed by Warner [33] and Osborne- 
Warner [24] in the real-rank 1 case, to express the global traces of Rj;(h,?) 
in terms of certain tempered istibution on G, whose “Fourier transforms,” 
with one exception, are known. Since the Fourier transforms of the heat 
kernels h: are easily computed, we get explicit expressions for Tr Ri(h:). 
Although, individually, these traces do not seem to admit reasonable 
asymptotic expansions, their difference turns out to be much more 
manageable and, in fact, computable for t + 03. (This is another point of 
departure from the classical heat equation method, where the appropriate 
limit is obtained as t -+ 0). The reason for which this works is that the 
difference h,(x) = tr h:(x) - tr h;(x), x E G, behaves as t approaches 
infinity just like a matrix coefficient of a discrete series representation. As 
mentioned above, there is, however, one troublesome term in the trace 
formula, namely the (non-central) distribution investigated by Athur in [ 11. 
The fact that its Fourier transform is not yet completely understood prevents 
us from obtaining an explicit L2-index formula for an arbitrary “locally 
symmetric” elliptic differential operator acting on a locally symmetric 
manifold of finite volume and strictly negative sectional curvature. 
The above considerations also make clear the fact that our treatment is 
restricted to the real-rank one case not because of the method being used but 
rather as a reflection of the present state of the Selberg trace formula for real 
semisimple Lie groups. 
There is an obvious similarity between our results for the L2-index and the 
index formulae of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [3] for elliptic problems with global 
boundary conditions. A connecting link between their framework and ours is 
to be found in a recent paper by Miiller [22]. 
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1. ELLIPTIC OPERATORS ON LOCALLY SYMMETRIC MANIFOLDS 
In tlus section we review some basic facts concerning a certain class of 
elliptic operators acting on a complete Riemannian locally symmetric 
manifo d of finite volume. A more detailed account on this subject can be 
found in [21]. 
1.1 
To )egin with, let us recall the standard procedure for constructing 
invariant differential operators on a homogeneous space. So let G be, for the 
momer t, an arbitrary connected unimodular Lie group, K a compact 
subgroup and M = G/K. Given a unitary representation E of K on a finite- 
dimensional complex vector space E we denote by 8’ the associated 
homogeneous vector bundle over M. As usual we identify the space P(8) 
of P-sections of 8 with the K-invariant part (P(G) @ E)K of P(G, E) E 
C”(G: @E with respect to the action k-t R(k) @ c(k) of K, R being the 
right r :gular representation of G. Similarly, the space of Lz-sections L’(8) 
will be identified with (L*(G) @ E)K. 
Let Q be the Lie algebra of G, sc its complexification and P/(Q~) the 
univen al enveloping algebra of sc. Let E,, E, be two finite- dimensional 
unitary representations of K on E, , E,, respectively, and denote by (%(Q~) 0 
Horn@:, E2))K the subspace of all elements in %(Q,-) @ Hom(E,, E2) which 
are fix\:d by the representation k + Ad(k) @ e*(k) 0 ? o c,(k)-’ of K. Given 
D = C Xi 0 Ci E (I 0 Hom(E, 9 E2)Y (1.1.1) 
i 
the formula 
(1.1.2) 
definer a differential operator g: CF(Z’i) --t Cr(g2) which commutes with 
the natural action of G. Conversely, any G-invariant differential operator 
from e7r to gz arises in this manner. We will call D elliptic when ~9 is so. 
For D as in (1.1.1) denote 
D*=~X~@CT, (1.1.3) 
where CF stands for the adjoint of C,: E, -+ E, and XT for the image of Xi 
under the canonical anti-involution of %(Q,) which takes X + fl YE sc 
into -X + \/-i Y. Then g* = CiR(Xp) @ CT is the formal adjoint of @. 
Since P* is densely defined it follows that Q, when viewed as an unbounded 
operator from L2(8’r) to Z,*(&?‘*), is closable. 
Nolv let z be a unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space O?‘(Z), and 
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let Rm(rr) be the subspace of all P-vectors for K. With D given by (1.1.1) 
we define the operator x(D) from (R(K) @E,)K to (6%“(n) @ E,)K, with 
(dense) domain (Z&,(a) @ E,)K, by 
n(D) = c z(XJ @ Ci . 
L 
(1.1.4) 
As before, n(D) has a formal adjoint, namely a(D*), and so it is closable. It 
is important o note (cf. [21, Corollary 1.21) that: 
For an elliptic D E (P(g,.) @ Horn@,, E,))K the closure of 
a(D*) coincides with the Hilbert space adjoint z(D)* of z(D), 
i.e., the minimal and the maximal domain of n(D) coincide. (1.1.5) 
Thus, the closure of a(D), for which we shall use the same notation, is 
unambiguously defined and, with this convention, one has z(D)* = x(0*). 
We further note that R(D) is precisely (the closure of) a. 
1.2 
From now on we shall assume that G is semisimple with finite center and 
K is a maximal compact subgroup. By r we shall denote a fixed discrete 
subgroup of G such that vol(T\G) < co; it need not be arithmetic but we do 
require r to satisfy Langlands’ conditions in [ 181. It is then known that the 
right quasi-regular epresentation Rr of G on L*(T\G) decomposes into a 
“discrete” part and a “continuous” part, i.e., one has 
L*(T\G) = L@\G) 0 Lf(T\G), Rr = Rj; @ Rr where Rs, 
acting on Li(T\G), is a direct sum of irreducible representations, 
each of them occurring with finite multiplicity, and RF, acting on 
L f(T\G), is a direct integral, with no irreducible subrepresen- 
tations, of principal series. 
Let D be as in (1.1.1) and assume that D is elliptic. Let 
D, = Rr(D), D, = R l;(D), and D, = R;(D). 
According to Theorem 2.1 in [ 2 1 ] one has 
Ker D, = Ker D, and dim Ker D, < 00. 
In particular, D, has a well-defined index, 
index D, = dim Ker D, - dim Ker D,* 
(1.2.1) 
(1.2.2) 
(1.2.3) 
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and one! has (cf. [21, Sect. 31) 
index D, = s- mr(7r)(dim(&“(7c) @ E,)K - dim(R(n) 0 E$‘), (1.2.4) 
*EC 
where r+(x) is the multiplicity of z E G in L#\G). 
This formula shows that, as in the case of a compact homogeneous space 
(see [9 ), the index of D, depends only on the K-modules E,, E, and not on 
the ope-ator itself. Another noteworthy consequence is
(1.2.;). If rank K < rank G, then index D, = 0. 
Proq c Let Q = t @ p be the Cartan decomposition associated to K, 
orthogcnal with respect o the Cartan-Killing form B. We shall identify the 
tangent space to M = G/K at x0 = 1 . K with p. Then the symbol uD of 9 at 
x,, can be viewed as a mapping oD: p* + Horn@, , E,) which is K- 
equivar iant, i.e., 
a,dAd*W)<) = #I a,(<> G-’ for all <Ep* and kEK. 
Let T )e a maximal torus in K. Since rank K < rank G there must exist a 
nonzerc~ r E p * such that 
Ad*(t)rl- II, for any t E T. 
It follo KS that o,(q): E, + E, is an isomorphism which intertwines E, 1 T and 
E* 1 T, md so E,, E, are isomorphic as T-modules. But this implies that 
E,, E, are isomorphic as K-modules too, and therefore (1.2.5) follows from 
the forlnula (1.2.4). 
1.3 
We :;hall assume from now on that rank K = rank G and fix a compact 
Cartan subgroup Tc K of G with Lie algebra t. Let @ = @(Q~, tc) and Qc = 
@(I,, t :) be the root systems of sc and t, with respect to the Cartan 
subalgc bra t, , and set @, = Qi - Gc. We fix once and for all a positive 
system of compact roots !Pc c ap, and denote pc = f Cae,,,, a. 
Let ,I E tz be the highest weight of an irreducible t,-module V,. We also 
fix a positive root system Y,, c @ such that 
lu+p, is Yu-dominant. 
Since ,L + p, is also @,-regular, it automatically follows that 
Ycu,c Yp. 
(1.3.1) 
(1.3.2) 
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We then denote 
p, = p( YJ = t c a, 
naP, 
P,,, = PnWJ = P, -PC* 
Except for the last section (Section 7) ,U is fixed, so that until then we can 
safely suppress the subscript ,U in the notation. 
Let g = t @ p be the Cartan decomposition corresponding to K. We equip 
p with the positive definite inner product (x, y) = B(x, y), where B is the 
Cartan-Killing form of g, and denote by S the basic spin representation of 
Spin(p). Via the adjoint action of f on p, S becomes a tc-module. As such, 
its highest weights are all of the form p,(!P’) with Y’ satisfying (1.3.2), and 
they occur with multiplicity one (cf. [25]). The equal rank assumption 
implies, in particular, that dim p is even, and so the Spin(p)-module S splits 
into two irreducible components S+ and S. The choice of St is determined 
by the condition that p, occurs as a highest weight for St, when viewed as a 
I,-module. We now set 
where r, , s * are the represetations of f, corresponding to V, , S*. Although 
s+, s-, and r, might not integrate to K, the representations E: lift to K once 
one assumes, as we do, that 
PUPP, exponentiates to a character of T. (1.3.3) 
Thus, Ei give rise to two homogeneous vectors bundles a: over M= G/K. 
Let (Xi ,..., X,,} be an orthonormal basis of p and set 
0,’ = $ Xi @ Idve @ c(X,) E F(gc) @ Hom(E:, E:), (1.3.4) 
i=l 
where c(X) denotes the Clifford multiplication by X E p. Then 0,’ are 
invariant under K and so they define two G-invariant first-order differential 
operators g* from 8: to a:, called the “Dirac operators” with coefficients 
in VW. They are elliptic, adjoint to each other and the corresponding 
“spinor” Laplacians, as shown by Parthasarathy [25], have a particularly 
simple form, namely, 
@:g: = -W) 0 Id,: + (11~ + pcll* - IIpII’) 14 (1.3.5) 
where R E 8(g,) = the center of %(gc) is the Casimir element of g, and ]I (] 
refers to the Cartan-Killing form. More generally, it can be shown (the 
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relevan computations may be found in [4, Appendix]) that, for any unitary 
representation x of G, one has 
M;) @:I = -4.n) 0 Id,; + (II/J + belly - IIPI12)Id. (1.3.6) 
Spec.alizing the formula (1.2.4) to the case of the Dirac operators, one 
gets 
index D,‘,r = c 
7rE8 
m,(lr)(dim(Z’(n) @ E:)K - dim(Z(n) @ E;)K), 
Replacing x by its contragredient A in the above identity and using the fact 
that 
q-(n) = 4-m for 7tE G, 
one car rewrite it as 
index D,‘,r = ze m,(n)(dim Horn&P(n), Ei) - dim Horn&V(n), EL)). 
We nolv recall that, as proved in [4, Sect. 41, one has 
dim Horn&P(n), Ez) - dim Horn&P(x), E;) = 0 unless x, = x, + pc ;
(1.3.7) 
here x,: P(g,) + G denotes the infinitesimal character of 71 E d and xn the 
character of %(g,-) associated by the standard procedure to A E t& 
Thus the above formula for the index of D,‘,r becomes 
index Divr = c m,(7c)(dim Horn&Y(n), E:) 
n4Xn=X,l+pc 
- dim Horn&Y(n), E;)), (1.3.8) 
which :xtends Theorem 5.2 in [ 121 to the case when r is not necessarily co- 
compal:t but has finite co-volume. 
2. THE SPINOR HEAT KERNELS AND THEIR FOURIERTRANSFORM 
The notation being the same as in subsection 1.3, we now turn our 
attention to the heat semigroups defined by the spinor Laplacians 
Ai =I3:?9f acting on L2(8:)= (L’(G)@ E:)K. For each t > 0 the 
bounds d operator 
H: ~e-~~f: L2(6pi) -+ L2(-q) 
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is a smoothing pseudo-differential operator which commutes with the 
representation of G on L’(8:); therefore it is of the form 
uE (L2(G)@E;)K,xE G, (2.1) 
where h,! : G + End E: is P, L2 and satisfies the covariance property 
h:(x) = c;(a) h:(a-‘xb) c:(b)-’ for x E G, a, b E K. (2.2) 
In order to get more information about the spinor heat kernels h: we shall 
relate them to the standard heat kernel on G. 
Let {Xi ,..., X2,} be an orthonormal basis for p with respect o B 1 p x p 
and {Y ,,...., Yk) an orthonormal basis for t with respect to -B ) f x 1. We 
recall that 
a = 5 xf - 5 Yf E X(9,) 
i=l i=l 
is the Casimir element of g and 
a/( = - i Yf E -“&) 
i=l 
is the Casimir element of I. Let 
d=-R+2+-5 xf- i Yi’Esqg,). (2.3) 
i=l i=l 
Then R(d) is the Laplace operator on G and it gives rise to the heat 
semigroup P, = emrR(‘) acting on L’(G) by 
(Ptu>tx) =(, PWY) U(Y) 45 u E L2(G), x E G, (2.4) 
where pt E L’(G)n Cm(G). Actually, p, E L’(G), too (see, e.g., [23, 
Sect. 8]), so that (2.4) can be also written as 
pt = R(P,) (2.4’) 
with R denoting the right regular representation of G on L*(G). 
We now introduce the following notation: given a unitary representation rr
of G we let 
be the projection of R(n) 0 E: onto its K-invariant part (Z(z) @ E,f)X. 
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By (1.3.5) and (2.3) one has 
A: = Q:(W) 0 Id,;) Q,' - 2QXWnK) 0 Id,:) Q,' 
+ (11~ +P$ - ll~ll'> Qf. 
Since 
where 
(2.5) 
A: = --2qWd + (11~ + /d12 - IIPII’) Id,;. 
The identity (2.5) now implies 
e -td; = Q;(~-IR(A) 0 ,-tA:) Qf 
which together with (2.1), (2.4), and the faithfulness of the right regular 
represe station gives 
h:(x)= i, jK pf(u-'xb) e:(u) e-'"ie:(b)-' da db. (2.6) 
As not :d before pt E L'(G), therefore 
h,? E (L'(G) @End E:)xxx, (2.7) 
that is, h: E L'(G) @ End Ei and satisfies the covariance property (2.2). 
Let IS now set, for any unitary representation 71 of G on a Hilbert space 
@?n), 
qh:) = j ?r(x) @ h:(x) dx. (2.8) 
G 
This fcrmula defines a bounded operator on O%?(X) @E: . Due to (2.7) one 
has 
Q~~((h:)=7S(h:)Q,f=7S(h:) 
and so relative to the splitting 
R(n) 0 E; = (R(n) 0 E: 1” 0 [(R(n) 0 E;)K]l, 
P-9) 
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Z(hf) has the form 
(2.10) 
with I acting on (Z(Z) @ E:)K. 
With this notation (2.1) can be written as 
eeA: = R(hF). 
More generally, one has 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any unitary representation 7c of G 
*(&k) = ,-fn(D$) -:). 
ProojI According to [26, Theorem 1.41, 
x(p,) = e-‘n(A). (2.11) 
Furthermore, just as in the case of the right regular representation, one 
shows that 
e -tn(D$) n(D*) _ ,, - Q,’ (e-tn(A) @ e-‘“:) Q,' . (2.12) 
On the other hand, using (2.6), it is easily seen that 
0:) = Qh(x(p,) 0 e-“‘i) Q,‘, 
which together with (2.11) and (2.12) gives the desired result. 
As a consequence of the above proposition and of the identity (1.3.6) one 
immediately obtains the “Fourier transform” of the spinor heat kernels. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For any irreducible unitary representation n of G one 
has 
z(h:)=e I(rr(n)-llr+P,l12+ilpllZ) Id, 
where Id stands for the identity operator on the (finite-dimensional) space 
(Z(n) 0 E,” I”. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that hf belong to all 
the LP-Schwartz spaces of Harish-Chandra. 
Let us first recall the definition of the Harish-Chandra LP-Schwartz 
spaces ‘Z”“(G), p > 0. This definition involves two spherical functions on G, 
u and E. For x E G, a(x) is the geodesic distance between the cosets K and 
xK in the symmetric space M = G/K. To introduce the function 8, let us 
580/53/2-5 
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denote t y q, the unitary representation of G induced by the trivial represen- 
tation cf a minimal parabolic subgroup. The trivial representation of K 
occurs exactly once in the restriction of II, to K, and we denote by < a unit 
vector i 1 Z(n,) which is fixed by z,, 1 K. Then E(x) is the corresponding 
matrix coefficient, i.e., 
W) = MXK 6-L x E G. 
We will also use a closely related function, namely, 
r(x) = -log Z(x). 
As poin:ed out by Varadarajan [31, Sect. 41, r has the same growth behavior 
at infinity as the function Q, and it has the advantage of being C”, with all 
the derivatives L(Xa)R(XB)t, (al + IpI > 1, bounded. Here (X1,...,Xn} is a 
basis 01’ g, a=(a,,...,a,)E Z:, Xn=XTl e..Xin, (al=a, + s.. +a,, and 
L(X”) (resp. R(X”)) denotes the right (resp. left) invariant differential 
operatol on G associated to X” E P(gc). 
Let n3w p > 0. Then QP(G) is the space of all functions f E G”O(G) such 
that 
su]) (1 + a(x))“Z(~)-~‘~ 115(X=) R(X4)f(x)I < 03, 
XE4; 
for all ma0 and a,/?EZ:. (2.13) 
The fallowing estimate of the growth of the heat kernel pI is actually valid 
for any connected unimodular Lie group. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let t > 0, q > 0, a E Z:. Then 
sup e9rtx) IL(X”) p,(x)1 < co. 
Proof: A result of Nelson (23, Lemma 8.21 ensures that given a E Z: 
and c > 0 there exists C = C(a, t, c) > 0 such that, for any I > 0, 
) L(Xa) p,(x)1 u!x < Cepcr, (2.14) 
where I’(r) = {x E G; d( 1, x) < r}, d being the distance function on G relative 
to a fix A left-invariant Riemannian metric. Since 
r(x) < VW, x)3 xE G, 
for sorre constant y > 0, (2.14) implies that 
eQ’L(Xu) pI EL’(G). 
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Moreover, due to the fact that L(A?)r is bounded for ]p] 2 1, one gets 
L(.Xb)(eq’L(Xa) p,) E L l(G), for any a,/3E Z:. (2.15) 
Now let B be a compact neighborhood of 1 in G and fix an integer 
s > n = dim G. By a standard Sobolev-type argument (see [ 26, Lemma 5.1 I), 
there exists A4 > 0 such that 
for all fE C”(G). (2.16) 
Substituting R(x)(eq’L(X”)p,) for f in (2.16) and taking into account 
(2.15) one gets 
GM 2 j IL(Xo)(e”‘L(X”)p,)(yx)l &J 
14lr;s G 
which proves the claim. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let t > 0. Then h: E (W’(G) @ End E:)KXK for all 
p > 0. 
Proof: Due to the left and right K-finiteness of h: and using the standard 
reduction to one-sided derivatives (cf. [ 151) it is enough to check that 
sup (1 + a(x))“Z(x) -““]]qP) h:(x)]] < co, for m>O,aEh:. 
XPG 
Furthermore, in view of the expression (2.6) of h:, it s&ices to prove a 
similar estimate for pt. Recalling now that & = e-‘, it is easily seen that 
Lemma 2.3 gives an even stronger estimate than the needed one. 
3. THE TRACE FORMULA FOR THE L2-Spinor Index 
From now on, we shall assume that G is simple, contained in the simply 
connected complex analytic group corresponding to g,, and of real-rank 1. 
By r we shall denote a discrete subgroup of G such that vol(T\G) < co 
(later on, cf. (3.6), we shall impose another mild restriction on r); as noted 
in [ 331, the reduction theory of Garland and Raghunathan [141 is applicable 
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and, in 2articular, it shows that the Langlands conditions are fulfilled. All 
the othe’ notations have the same meaning as before. 
The 1 tarting point for our method of computing the spinor index is 
providec by the following fact: 
PROP( )SITION 3.1. The operators Rz(h:) are of trace class and one has 
index D:,r = Tr Rs(h:) - Tr R$(h;) 
for any ’ > 0. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.4, h: E (Fp(G) @ End Ei)KXK for any p > 0, 
in particular for 0 < p < 1. One can then apply Theorem 4.6 in [33] to 
deduce that Rj;(h;) are of trace class. Since, by Proposition 2.1, 
Ri(hf) = emtD%‘h, 
it follows from abstract operator-theoretic reasons that 
index 0: d = Tr e-tDidD:,d - Tr e-ID+ D- v.d rr.d. (3.1) 
By (1.2.3), 
index D,‘,d = index D,‘+r 
and so 1 he statement follows. 
Actuslly, in the case at hand, one can arrive at the same conclusion 
without invoking the identity (3.1). Indeed 
Tr Rs(h,?) = c m,(n) Tr z(h:) = x n+(n) Tr f(h:) 
.se nee 
and so, by Corollary 2.2, 
Tr J j;(h:) = c m,(n) e t(n(n)-Ilr+P,112+11p112) dim Hom,(&W(n),E:), 
nee 
Now usng (1.3.7) one gets 
Tr Ri;(ll:) - Tr Rj;(h;) 
= -t: m,(n)(dim Horn&Y(z), Ei) - dim Horn,&?(z), EL)). 
~~G.Xn=xb4+Pc 
which, lly (1.3.8), is precisely the index of Di,r. Q.E.D. 
Alon;: with the spinor heat kernels hf we shall use the one-parameter 
family of functions 
h,(x) = tr h:(x) - tr h;(x), x E G, t > 0, (3.2) 
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where tr denotes the trace function on End E:. By Proposition 2.4, 
h, E g’“(G) for all p > 0. In addition, 
h, is both left and right K-finite, (3.3) 
since the tr h: are so, as follows, for instance, from [ 19, Lemma 2.6). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. index D& = Tr R@,). 
This follows from Proposition 3.1 and 
LEMMA 3.3. Let II be a unitary representation of G such that Ir(h:) are 
trace class operators. Then n(h,) is of trace class too and one has 
Tr n(h,) = Tr z(h:) - Tr x(h,). 
Proof: By (2.10), Tr x(h:) = Tr 7S(hf) and so it can be computed as 
follows. Let {r,}:?,, (et}:=, b e orthonormal bases fo R(z) and E:, respec- 
tively. Then 
Tr 0: > = 2 ,f (W$ K, 0 et 1, (t, 0 et >> 
n=l k=l 
= f ,f tr hF(x)W)L t,)dx, n=l G 
therefore 
Tr 4h:) - Tr 0;) = ,f (n(h,)t,, t,) = Tr @,), 
n=1 
as claimed. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Let n be an irreducible unitary representation of G. By 
Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 2.2 one has 
Tr f(h,) = e ~(~(~)-Iliu+Pcl~2t~l~112)(dim Hom,(~(~), Ei) 
- dim Hom,(R(7r), E;)). 
Since, 
Tr rr(h;) = Tr C(h,) (3.4) 
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it follow r from (1.3.7) that 
Tr rr(h;: = dim Horn,@?‘(a), E,+ ) - dim Horn&P(n), E;), if x, = x,, + pi, 
= 0, otherwise. (3.5) 
The strategy for computing the spinor index is now obvious. We are going 
to use the Selberg trace formula developed by Warner [33] for real-rank one 
groups i.1 order to evaluate the trace of Rf;(h,), by taking advantage of the 
particularly convenient form of the “Fourier transform” of h,. For details 
regarding: the Selberg trace formula the reader is referred to [24,33]. Here 
we will only recall their version of the trace formula, after introducing some 
notation needed for the statement. 
Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra contained in p, that is, a one- 
dimensional subspace of p. We denote by Qp, the set of roots for the pair 
(g, a) an1 by Yr the subset of positive roots relative to a fixed order for Qr. 
Yr consists in fact of only two roots (a,, a?) with 01~ = 2a,. The root spaces 
9a,, Sa, will be denoted n, and n2, respectively. We shall also use the 
notation 
n=n, Bnn,, Itl,=dimn,, m2=dimn,, Pr = f<m, a, + wad, 
N,=exlrn,, . N, =exp n2, N=expn, A = exp a. 
Then G = KAN is an Iwasawa decomposition. Let M (resp. M’) be the 
centraliz:r (resp. the normalizer) of A in K. We set P = MAN and 
WA = M’p4. 
Let K = KQ be the number of r-inequivalent cusps. One can choose 
1 = k, ,..,, k, E K such that Pi = kjPk; ‘, j = l,..., K, form a complete set of 
represent a ives for the r-conjugacy classes of r-cuspidal parabolics. Each Pj 
admits a Langlands decomposition Pj = M,AJNj, with Mj = k,MkJ: ‘, 
A,= k,Ak;‘, N,= k,Nk;‘, j= l,..., K. Given y E r we will denote by (y) its 
r-conjugacy class, by r,, its centralizer in r and by G, its centralizer in G. 
Follovring Warner [33] we introduce the following assumption on r, 
which htlps to keep certain technicalities to a minimum: 
rnPj=z,(rnivj) for all 1 < j<ic; (3.6) 
here Z, is the center of I’, which is a subgroup of the center Z of G. 
Now let 
’ ‘(Z,\M) z ,A co deg(a) X(a), R&r co deg(a)a 
oh&? ash? 
olZr=Id olZ,.=Id 
be the d:composition of the right quasi-regular epresentation RL of A4 on 
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L’(Z,\M). We mention that, as remarked in [33, p. 141, our hypotheses on 
G imply that the Weyl group WA acts trivially on fi. Given u E &i and 
v E a* we denote by z,,, the corresponding unitary principal series represen- 
tation of G (see Section 4 for the precise definition). A similar induction 
procedure, starting with RL instead of just u E it& gives rise to a unitary 
representation of G, which will be called n,.(v). Thus 
%(V) = 2” $6 v), 
o&ii 
olZ,.=Id 
where $0, v) z deg(a)lr,, “. 
The above definitions carry over to each of the Pi’s with obvious changes of 
notation. In particular, each o E &? (resp. v f a*) gives rise, via the 
conjugation by kj, to a representation uj E tij (resp. vj E a,?), and we set 
7rLy(u, v) = p X(Uj, Vj), cq(u, v) = ~%q7r(Uj, Vj)). 
/=I j=l 
The theory of Eisenstein series produces certain unitary intertwining 
operators 
for the (equivalent) representations z,.(u, V) and ~,-(a, -v) which satisfy the 
functional equation 
q.(u, -v) cr(u, v) = Id, for all (u, v) E k x a*. (3.7) 
In what follows we shall often identify a* with R via the isomorphism 
v E f? + WI a1 II) a, and, abusing the notation, we shall use the same letter 
for both the functional on a and the corresponding real number. 
Modulo some terms whose precise meaning will be explained later, as we 
treat them, we can now state the version of the trace formula established in 
[24, 33). 
3.4 The Selberg Trace Formula 
Let f be a right K-finite function in Q”(G) with 0 < p < 1. Then Tr R;(f) 
is the sum of the following terms: 
(central) G-U-) = voW\G) x f(z), 
ZEZj- 
(elliptic) Erdf)= x 
ly) elliptic 
W~,\Gy) I, \G f W’W W,-G 
Y 
(hyperbolic) H,(f)= c 
Iy) hyperbolic 
vWy\G,) I, 
Y 
\G f (x - ‘YX) 4G& 
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m (intertwi zing) II-w= l 
4nflo& -cc I 
‘WC,+, -VI $ MO, ~>df)) dv, 
(residuai) Jr(f) = -f oTti WC,@, 0) MO, W-11, 
(unipotel’t) 
(weightetl 
unipot ?nt) 
All the series and integrals occurring in the trace formula are absolutely 
convergent. T, is a unipotent orbital integral over the principal nilpotent, T, 
a sum of two unipotent orbital integrals and T; is a weighted unipotent 
orbital i rtegral. The constants C,(o, C,(T), and Cl(r) have been explicitly 
computeri by DeGeorge [ 111. The various invariant measures that occur are 
normaliz ed as in [ 241. 
In the next three sections we shall evaluate the contribution given by each 
term in ‘he trace formula to the spinor index. 
4. THE INVARIANT TERMS 
4.1 
The tl:rms we called “central”, “elliptic”, “hyperbolic,” and “unipotent” 
arise fron invariant tempered istributions on G, whose Fourier transform in 
the sens: of Harish-Chandra involve characters of principal series and of 
discrete series along with certain singular invariant eigendistributions known 
as “limits of discrete series.” We shall preface the computation of the 
invarian terms with a brief discussion of these ingredients. 
In ou’ notation, the principal series representations are parametrized by 
pairs (a, V) E IQ X a *. For such a pair (u, v), R,,, denotes the Hilbert space 
of all (c asses of) measurable functions u : G -+ S(a) such that 
fi(xman)=e -(p~+\T=Tvyu) u(m)-‘u(x), 
for all mEM,aEA,nEN,xEG; (4.1.1) 
The principal series representation x,,, acts on ZO,, by 
(4.1.2) 
kA)U>(Y> = f4x-‘Y)9 uERu,,,x,yEG. (4.1.3) 
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Since each u E RO,, is uniquely determined by its restriction to K, ZO,v 
can be identified with the Hilbert space X0 of all measurable functions 
u: K -+ R(a) such that 
v(km) = o(m)-‘v(k), for all m EM, kEK, (4.1.4) 
Ibll* =I, II Wll’dk < ~0. (4.15) 
Thus, for a tixed u E fi, all the representations 71, y act on the same Hilbert 
space and, moreover, they have the same restriction to K, which we will 
denote z,. 
As mentioned above, besides the characters 
@,,,(f) = Tr ~,,(f)~ f E g”(G), 
associated to principal series, the Fourier transform of our invariant 
distributions involve, discretely, certain eigendistributions parametrized by 
the character group ? of the compact Cartan. Via exponentiation, f becomes 
isomorphic to a lattice L r c fl t *. To each 1 E L,, Harish-Chandra [ 151 
has associated an invariant tempered eigendistribution 0,. We recall below 
some of its properties. 
(4.1.6) @,I T’ = A;’ c det(w) e”“, 
WPW, 
where T’ is the set of regular elements in T, W, is the Weyl group of the pair 
Pa: 3 tc>v 
A, = fl (em’* - e-O/*), 
eel 
and e’ denotes the character of T corresponding to z E L,. 
(4.1.7). If Iz is regular, there exists a unique discrete series representation 
R~ E ed such that 
where 
Trn,(f)= (-1Y'sign(J)@,(f), f E q’(G), 
sign@) = sign JJ (I, a) 
oeP 
and p = idim G/K. 
(4.1.8). If A is singular, then 
@,(f I= c W ~1 Tr 4f 1, f E Q*(G), 6% ~1 E Z, 
n 
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with a ranging over the set of limits of discrete series representations with 
infinite> imal character x, = xA. 
The next lemma provides the main tool for computing the contribution of 
the invariant terms to the L*-spinor index. 
LEMFIA 4.1. Let K be a tempered invariant distribution on G whose 
Fourier expansion has the form 
Then 
g(f)= 2 b(A) Q,(f) +c jm Q,,vW% v)dv. 
AELT oefi -cc 
d(h;) = (-1)p 2 det(w) b(w@ + p,)). 
WEWK 
Proq ‘: According to (3.5), 
Q,.,(h;) = Tr q,,vth,) = 0, 
except ‘or at most finitely many V’S. Therefore 
d(h;) = c b(A) Q,(h;). 
J.EL, 
Observe now that if 
is a virtual character then, again by (3.5), 
(4.1.9) 
@I:&) = c 6(n)(dim Hom,(X(lr), EL) - dim Horn&Y(n), E;)). 
nsd 
Thus (,1.1.7) and (4.1.8) together with (4.16a), (4.16~) in [4, Sect. 41 imply 
that 0; (h;) coincides with the coefficient of eL+Pc in the Fourier expansion of 
(-l)“J,O,] T’. In view of (4.1.6) this coefficient is 0 ifp+p,& W,A and 
it is (- 1)” det(w) if ~1 + pC = WA. So, using (4.1.9), it follows that 
ET(&) = (-1)p c det(w) b(w-‘@ +p,)). 
WEWK 
Q.E.D. 
4.2. Tile Central Contribution 
Ret; .I1 that 
where 5, is the Dirac distribution. 
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uf) = f(z)* 
For z = 1, the Fourier transform of 6, is given by the well-known “inversion 
formula” of Harish-Chandra. In particular, one has 
where [ W,] is the order of the “compact” Weyl group WK. 
Fix now a regular A E L,. Then, for z E Z, 
O,(R(z)f) = (-l)p sign(A) Tr n*(R(z)f) 
= t-1)’ sign@) CA(z) Tr 7~~t.f) = ~A(z> @A(.f)y 
where CA E 2 stands for the central character of the discrete series represen- 
tation 7r,t. Similarly, for (a, v) E iQ X a*, 
@,,dWf) = Tr ~,,,tJWf) = LM @,,Xf). 
It follows that 
m) = iAt4 w> for any AEL,, 
and therefore, applying Lemma 4.1, one gets 
x ,Fw Lw(LI+PJ (4 Ww) fl WY+ k-h 4 (4.2.1) 
K ael 
if ,U + pe is regular and 
Uh,) = 0, otherwise. 
Noting that, for I EL, regular, 
we can write (4.2.1) in the form 
where 
Uh,) = Cu +p,tz) d01+ PA 
(4.2.2) 
that is, sign(A) d(A) is the formal degree of 7~~ for A E L, regular. 
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Sumlning up we can conclude that 
PROI OSITION 4.2. For any t > 0 one has 
crw = I 
[Z,1 VW-\G) @+ PA if cL+pcl zr- 1; 0 9 otherwise. 
4.3. The Hyperbolic Contribution 
For ,I semisimple yE G we set 
z,(f) = I, ,G f(x - '~4 W&v f E Q*(G). (4.3.1) 
Y 
Then the elliptic and hyperbolic contributions are, respectively, 
WU = c VW-,\GJ Z,(h) 
ly) elliptic 
and 
Hr(h,) = c vWy\Gy~ Z,(h,). 
lyl hyperbolic 
The Fourier transform of the orbital integrals I, has been computed by 
Sally-\Varner [28, Sect. 51. For a hyperbolic y, their results show that 
f,@)=O for all A EL,, (4.3.2) 
and so. applying Lemma 4.1, one gets 
PRO ‘OSITION 4.3. For any t > 0, H,(h,) = 0. 
4.4. TI re Elliptic Contribution 
To tlescribe the result in the elliptic case we need some more notation. 
Given y E Z elliptic, fix ry E T in the same G-conjugacy class as y and denote 
by g(y.1 (resp. t(y)) the Lie algebra of the centralizer of ry in G (resp. K). Let 
Q(y) and a,(y) be the root systems of the pairs (g(y),, tc) and (t(y),, tc), 
respectively, Y(y) = !Pn O(y), YJy) = ‘y, n Q,(y) and let W(y), W,(y) be 
the COI responding Weyl groups. 
Foll Iwing Harish-Chandra [ 151 we define, for t E T’, 
F;(r) = d.(r) W-), J-E @‘W 
and denote by wY the differential operator on t 
CO),= n H, E ~‘(tc>, 
aewv) 
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where H, is determined by the condition 
w, H,) = W) for HE t. 
We now recall that (cf. [ 151) 
lim @,F,T)W = d, e-Vy) JJ @“Cry> - 1) Z,(f), (4.4.1) r-try bEY-Y(y) 
where d, is a constant depending only on the choice of the Haar measure on 
G, (for one such choice, d, is given in [ 15 1). 
Combining (4.4.1) with Theorem 5.21 in [28] one gets 
f,(A) = (-1)4+4(y) 1 
dy[ ~A91 e”(ry) 
x fl (e4(ry) - l>-’ fl e-*(r,)(& a), 
DEY-WY) neYY(y) 
(4.4.2) 
with q = [Y] and q(y) = [Y(r)]. 
This identity together with Lemma 4.1 gives 
PROPOSITION 4.4For any t > 0, one has 
E,(h,) = (-l)p c dy’ vol(I-,\G,) 
(y) elliptic 
XC 
waW,(y),W, M(w) ew(u+pc)(ry) naEy(yj(~@ + PC), a). 
eP(ry> lXsey-ycy~(l - e-%,>) 
Recall that 
4.5. The Unipotent Contribution 
Ul-(ht) = ), ‘, ), - (C,(T) T,(h,) + W-7 T,(U). 
The distributions T, and T2 are defined as 
w)=~J J Aoh) KJv f(k-Ink) dn dk, (4.5.1) 
where n, is a representative of the nontrivial unipotent orbit in n2 and A(n,) 
is the area of the unit sphere in n,. 
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The ‘ourier transform for unipotent orbital integrals has been computed 
in [ 61. The results obtained there show that 
F,(A) = 0 and T*(A) = Ofir A EL,, 
except for fz in the case when g g su(2n, 1). (4.5.3) 
Thus, 
if g 2 su(2n, l), then U,(h,) = 0. (4.5.4) 
We 11ow summarize the result for g = su(2n, 1). Let us note that the 
calculation of a certain constant in [6] contains some errors. To correct it 
we have redone the computations by actually using a different method, 
namely approximating T2 by a semisimple orbit of a central element in K 
and using the decomposition G = KA +K. We omit the details which are 
fairly standard. 
So, et g = su(2n, 1) be realized as the Lie algebra of all complex 
(2n + 1) x (2n + I) matrices of trace 0, which are skew-hermitian with 
respect o the form 
i=l 
Let Z, be the diagonal matrix (\r-i,..., \/--r, -2n fl) in the center of K 
alluded to above, and set 
(4.5.:;) E(Y) = sign n,,,,a(ZJ. 
Then 
(4.5.tl) for g = su(2n, 1) one has 
U,(h,) = c, C,(T) e(Y) dim V, , 
where 
c, = 
23”-2(2n + 1)” 
area(S4n-‘) 
and C,t r) is computed in [ 11, Proposition 31. 
5. THE INTERTWINING AND THE RESIDUAL TERM 
5.1 
We recall that the contribution to the L2-spinor index of the 
“intertvining” term is 
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and remark that, in view of (3.3), the sum involves only finitely many 
nonzero terms. 
This time, it will be convenient o express I,&) in terms of the original 
heat kernels h:. In order to do this, we need a slight variation of Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let n be a K-finite unitary representation of G and 
A: 2’(n) +X(n) an intertwining operator for II 1 K. Denote by A * the 
restriction of Al* = A @ Id,: to (X(7c) @ E:)K. Then 
Tr(Arr(h,)) = Tr(A ‘z(hf )) - Tr(A -X(/Z;)). 
Proof. LeGus first note that, since h, is K-finite, z(h,) has finite rank and 
so the left-hand side of the above formula is meaningful. As in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3, one has 
Tr(A *a(h:)) = Tr(x*r?(h:)) 
= ‘? 1 tr h:(x)(An(x) <,,, <,> dx, 
,e, G 
therefore 
Tr(A+n(h:)) - Tr(A-z(h;)) = z (A@,) t,, C,) = Tr(Mh,)). Q.E.D. 
It=1 
We now set 
1: (C 0, v) = Tr(c,f (6, -v) $ (c,’ ((I, U) x,.(u, v)(h:)), 
where 
c,f(u, u): (oF$(u, u) @ E:)K -+ (G?‘#, -u) 0 E;)“ 
are restrictions of c,-(u, u) @ Id,+. By Lemma 5.1, ” 
Tr(c,(u, -v) -$ (cr(u, v)) K,(u, v)(h,)) = Z,+(t; u, V) - Z;(t; U, v). (51.2) 
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On the other hand, by Corollary 2.2 and the very definition of n,(o, v) (see 
Section 3), one has 
where Id* stands for the identity operator on (Rr(u, V) @ E:)K. A standard 
computation shows that 
%,“W = -v* + %,&99 (51.3) 
and therefore 
tf Zj!(t;u,v)=e - U2+n,,,(n)-II~+P,ilz+lIP112)Tr cyf(u, &, f &cr (a, VI - 
(51.4) 
At first glance the evaluation of I,(&), based on (5.1.1), (5.1.2), and 
(5.1.4), appears to be an impossible task. Indeed, in all the known cases 
where ‘he terms Zj!(t; u, v) can be explicitly computed, they involve the 
logarithmic derivatives of the Riemann zeta function and of certain Dirichlet 
L-funct ons (see [ 131 and the references given there). Even to compute the 
limit a:, t-t co of integrals like l?ooZj!(t; u, v) dv one needs a reasonable 
amount of information on the asymptotic behavior of IF (t; 0, v) as 1 v] + 00 
while, 1s far as we know, the classical estimates for such logarithmic 
derivatives give, at best, some control on their order of growth only. 
Forturntely, it turns out that the differences Z; (t; u, v) - Z;(t; u, v) are of a 
much simpler nature. As we shall see below, they can be expressed in terms 
of the action of the Dirac operators on principal series representations, which 
simplifi :s the matter decisively. 
LEMI~A 5.2. Set D,f (a, v) = +(u, v)(D:). Then 
(-.r,,,(W + IIP +PAI~ - IIPII’> (Tr(cf(o, -v)fc:b VI) 
- Tr c; (a, -v) f c; (a, v) 
=Tr D;(o,v)$Df(u,v) D;(cG-V)-$D~(~Y--V) 
Proqf: The intertwining property of cJu, v) implies that 
~;(a, v) D; (u, v) = D; (a, -v) c; (a, v). (5.1.5’) 
Differentiation with respect o v in (X1.5+) gives 
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cr’(u, v) + ; @,‘(a, -v)) cr’(u, v) 
= c,(a, u) -$ @(a, v) + -$ (c;(u, v)) D,‘(u, v). 
Multiplying this identity, term by term, with (5.1.5-) in which u is replaced 
with --v one gets 
$(a,-v)D,(u,-v)Df(u,-v) & c;<u, v> 
+ c;(u,-v)D~(u,-v&D;@,--v))c;(u,v) 
=D,(u,v)c&J,-v)c;(u, y)$D;(u,v) 
+D,@, ~,~,(~,-~)-$(c;(u, v))Dr+(u, vj. 
Now taking traces and using the functional equation (3.7) and the identity 
DXu, v> D;(u, v> = --n,(u, VW) 0 Id,: + (II/J + P~II~ - IIPII’) Id* 
= (--s,,(Q) + IIP +~ell’ - lbII*W*t, 
which follows from (1.3.6), one obtains 
(--q,W+ll~ +PAI~ -IbI12)Tr (4(O,+)$Cf(~v)) 
+ Tr 
( 
DF(u,-V)$D:(u,-v) 
1 
= Tr 
( 
D;(u, v) f D,'(u, v) 
i 
+ (-n,,,(LJ) 
+ lliu +P~II~ -lbI12)Tr (G@, -$$;h 4). Q.E.D. 
Since xr(u, u) z K deg(u)n,,,, one has 
Tr D;(u,v)~D~(u,v) =K deg(u)Tr D&$DJ,, , (5.1.6) 
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where 
and so the problem is reduced to analyzing the action of the twisted Dirac 
operato:s on the finite-dimensional spaces (x0,, @ E:)K. 
In vie w of (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), (Rq,, @ A!?:)~ can be described as the space 
of all C O”-functions f: G -+ R(a) @ E: such that 
J‘(~man) = eecpr+ Q “)(a)(u(m)- ’ 0 Id) f(x), 
xEG,mEM,aEA,nEN; (5.1.7) 
f(kx) = (Id 0 I;) f(x), x E G, k E K. (5.1.8) 
In parti :ular, 
(u(~rl)O~~(m))f(l)=(u(m)OId)f(m)=f(l) for any m E M, 
i.e., u = f( 1) E (&“(a) 0 E:)“. 
Comersely, given u E (Z(o) @ E:)M the P-function f, : G + 
R(u) 6) Ei defined by the formula 
f,(kan)=e- (pr+ fi “‘(a)(Id @ E; (k))u, kEK,aEA,nEN 
belongs to (x0,” @ E:)K and, in addition,f,( 1) = U. In conclusion 
The mapping f + f (1) establishes an isomorphism of 
(Xv,, @ E;)K onto (Z(a) 0 E *)? (51.9) 
Let 1, denote the Cartan involution on g corresponding to K, i.e., 6 ) t = Id 
and % 1 p = -Id. The assignment Y -+ %Y - Y maps n, isomorphically, onto 
the orthogonal of a in p. Thus, we can choose an orthogonal basis 
{K),X Y..,x2p--1 } of p such that H, is the unit vector in a determined by the 
condition a,(H,) > 0, and Tj is of the form %Yj - _Yj, with Yj E n, 
j = l,..., 2p - 1. We also set Xi = %Yj + Yj and note that Xi E 1. Finally, for 
X E p, we denote by c*(X) the operator Id,@ @ c(X): Ei = V, @ S * + El. 
LEMI~A 5.3. Let fi& : (Z?‘(u) @ Ei)M --t (X(u) @ Ez)M be the OperUtOr 
corresp ending to Dz,v via the isomorphism (5.1.9). Then 
fi;,” = J-1 1, Id @ c* (H,) + a:,, 
and 
2p--1 
6’ =II~rllIdOc*(ffo)- i&‘, IdOc*(Xi)e:(-fi)* 0.0 
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Proof Let u E (Z(u) @ Et)“‘. By definition, 
R,JJ = W,“.LW) = ((%,“wrJm ~*wclNf,)(l) 
Q-1 
Now, by (5.1.7), 
+ lFl ((Ko,v(xi) 0 C* Vi))f,(‘)* 
(h,,WJ 0 Wefit) = @,WJ + fl W&))fu(l) = (brll + fl v)u 
and, since Xj = zj - 2Yj with fj E k and Yj E n, it follows from (5.1.7) and 
(5.1.8) that 
((no,u(xj) 0 Id)f,)(l) = ((no,v(zj> 0 Id)L)(l) = -(Id 0 E:Gfj))U. 
Summing up, one gets 
@,,u = (\/-1 v + IlMW 0 c*Wd)~ 
zp-1 
- C (Id 0 C* (Xi) E: (~i))U. 
i=l 
Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of this lemma we get 
D;.-.“-$ Dz,-v = 2 \/-1 C,(a), (5.1.10) 
where 
Indeed, one has 
C,(a) = Tr(D,,W 0 c’&))). (5.1.11) 
8,,~6~,,=(~uIdOc-(H,)+8,,)~IdOc+(H,) 
= v Id + fl fi,,(Id @ c + (H,)) 
and similarly 
B- da+ 
O*-” dv o,-” 
= v Id - &i &,(Id @ c+ (H,)). 
Now combining Lemma 5.2 and the formulae (5.1.4), (5.1.6), (5.1.10) one 
obtains 
= 2 fl K deg(a) C,(u) e- I(u*-~~,~(~)-llrc+P~ll~+l1Pll~) . (5.1.12) 
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Set 
CJd = -%,oW + lb + PAI2 - IlPl12~ 
In view of (1.3.6), 
D&D;,, = c,(o) Id*. 
Since D3,O is the adjoint of D&, it follows that 
(51.13) 
cJ4 2 0 fir all 0 E A such that (o?+-(u) @Ey # 0. (5.1.14) 
Assume that c,,(o) > 0. Then (51.12) gives 
z; (t; u, v) - I,@; u, v) 
= 2 fl K deg(u) C,(u) 
,-~cu*tc,w) 
v* + c&J) ’ 
v E Ft. (5.1.15) 
Now consider the case c,,(u) = 0. By (5.1.13), Dz,O = D,O = 0, which in 
turn implies (cf. (5.1.11)) that C,(u) = 0. Using (5.1.12) one sees that 
I,+(t;u,v)--&(t;u,v)=O for all v # 0; 
the corn inuity of I$@; u, V) in v forces this identity to hold 
well. 
We s rmmarize all these facts in the following statement: 
PROPXITION 5.4. FOr any t > 0, 
(5.1.16) 
true at v = 0 as 
with onI y finitely many nonzero terms in the sum. In particular, 
lim 1,(/z,) = 0. 
t-ccl 
5.2 
The ‘ residual” term gives the contribution 
Jr@,) = -f c Jr(c 01, 
oafi 
where 
Jr@; 4 = W,(u, 0) n,-@, O)(W). 
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By Lemma 5.1, we can rewrite the last formula as 
Jr(t; a) = e-rc@(Tr c: (a, 0) - Tr ~;(a, 0)), (5.2.1) 
which clearly implies 
,‘i+% Jr@, a) = 0 if c,(u) > 0; (5.5.2) 
.I&; a) = Tr c: (a, 0) - Tr C; (u, 0), if c,(u) = 0. (5.2.3) 
We now proceed to identify those u’s in i6i for which c,(u) = 0. Let TM be 
a Cartan subgroup of M, t, its Lie algebra and h = t, @ a. Given v E C we 
can form, as in Section 4, the induced representation rr,,, of G. Its 
infinitesimal character IS x~,+ ~--r “, where I, E fl tz c I$ is such that 
2, = xn,: B(m,) --t C. We are interested in the case when 
(a) (ZO 0 EJK E (Z(u) 0 E,)“’ # 0; 
@I c,W = llU12 - llru +~cll* =0. 
Passing to the contragredient representation d we can express these 
assumptions in the form 
(A) r, occurs in ~~70 s (where s = st 0 SK), 
09 IIUI = llcr + PAI- 
LEMMA 5.5. Under the hyporheses (A) and (B), II,-,, is reducible and 
decomposes into limits of discrete series. Furthermore, one has 
X U+P, = xn,-3 
and thus ,u + pC must be singular. 
ProoJ: In order to prove the first assertion it suffices to show that there is 
no complementary series among the 11~,,‘s near v = 0. Assume that this is not 
the case, i.e., there exists a purely imaginary v # 0 such that z,-,, is unitary 
and irreducible. Then the “Dirac inequality” (cf. [ 29, Lemma 4.111) gives 
111,112 + lv12 = (II, + fl VII2 < 111 t Pcll2r 
for any K-type A occurring in rr,- @ s. In particular, in view of (A), 
ll~# + b12 G lllu t PAI 
with v # 0, and this contradicts (B). 
We now proceed to prove the second part of the statement. Choose an 
irreducible component 7~’ of 7~,-.~ and a K-type 2 of n’ such that r, occurs in 
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Z~ 0 s. IIS a “limit of discrete series” representation, 71’ corresponds to a 
positive root system Y’ 3 !PC, and it has a lowest K-type (in the sense of 
Vogan), say ,u’. Any other K-type occurring in z’, in particular 1, is of the 
form 
~=p’+sum of roots in !PA. 
Now the fact that r, occurs in z* @ s implies that 
p = L + (weight of s) = A- p; + sum of roots in ul:, , 
and so, 11y (5.2.4), 
(5.2.6) 
p =p’ -p; + sum of roots in Y;. 
Therefort :,
P+P,=P’+&J,-P’+ c n,P, n,E E,, (5.2.5) 
4EY’: 
where p’ = p( Y’). On the other hand, 
(a’ + 2P, - P’, PI > 0 for all PE Yk, 
which, tcgether with (5.2.5), gives 
(5.2.6) 
with equ ility only when all nq’s vanish. 
Now i/e recall that 
x,1 =xJL’+zp,-p’, 
i.e., 
X IL’+ 2p,-p3 = XI,-? (5.2.7) 
and thus because of (B), 
lI~‘+~P,-P’ll=II~,lI=Il~+~p,ll. (5.2.8) 
The identities (5.2.5), (5.2.6), and (5.2.8) taken together imply that 
P+P,=P’+2P,-P’, 
therefore by (5.2.7), 
X Ll+p, = xa,. Q.E.D. 
We ar: now in a position to formulate the main result of this subsection. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. Zf c,(a) > 0 fir all UEti such that 
(R(u) @ EJ’ # 0, then 
lim J,(h,) = 0. 
t-r* 
Otherwise 
)i+“, J,(h,) = -4 2 Tr ~;(a, 0) = f c Tr ~;(a, 0). 
osni oeA 
CJO) = 0 c&7) =o 
ProoJ Assume first that c*(a) > 0 for all u E A such that (R(u) @ 
EJM # 0. Then 
Jr@,) = -a 2 J&a) 
oeii 
Ca(0) >o 
and so the first claim follows from (5.2.2). 
The second assertion is a consequence of (5.2.2), (5.2.3), and of the fact 
that 
Tr c: (a, 0) + Tr c; (u, 0) = 0, if CM(a) = 0. (5.2.9) 
To justify this identity, we notice that, by Lemma 5.3 and (5.1.13), one has 
o”;,+ = fl v Id 0 C‘* (Ho), for all u # 0. 
Because of the commutation relation (5.1.5+), this implies 
F;(u, v)(Id 0 c + (Ho)) = -(Id @ c + (Ho)) c”r+ (a, v), for all v # 0, 
(5.2.10) 
where E: (a, v) is the operator corresponding to c: (a, v) via the isomorphism 
(5.1.9). 
By continuity, (5.2.10) holds at v = 0 too, and so 
F; (u, 0) = (Id @ c+ (Ho)) c’r’ (u, O)(Id 0 c- (Ho)), (5.2.11) 
since 
c * (Ho) c’(H,) = -Id. (5.2.12) 
Taking traces in (5.2.11) and using again (5.2.12) one gets (5.2.9). 
Remark. In view of Lemma 5.5, if ,U + pC is regular, then c,,(u) > 0 for 
all u E fi such that (Z’(u) @ E,)“’ # 0. Therefore, for a regular p + pc, 
lim J,(h,) = 0, 
I+00 
i.e., there is no residual contribution. 
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6. THE WEIGHTED UNIPOTENT TERM 
6.1 
We recall that the expression of this term is 
where I ‘I is the distribution 
;';(f) = m,+2m, 
Ah) 
f(kn,n,k-1) log [Ilog n,jl dkdn,dn,. 
In p:uticular 
W,) = 
m,+2m, 
II A(nd NJ Nz 
hthn,) log lllw n,ll 4 dn,. (6.1.1) 
We row split h, as 
h 
t 
= h’d’ + h(C) t t 3 
with h “), hy’ the “discrete” and, respectively, the “continuous” part of the 
Plancherel expansion for h,; explicitly 
hid’(x) = nz da(n) Tr(n(h,) n(x)-‘>, xE G, (6.1.2) 
d 
where G, is the set of all equivalence classes of discrete series representations 
and, ft+r n E ed, deg(n) denotes its formal degree; 
h%) = 2 lrn W,,,(h) ~,,,W’k(~) & x E G, (6.1.3) 
O&i -m 
where u, is the Plancherel density. 
SO 
T;(h,) = T;(hjd’) + T;(hjc’) 
and w: shall evaluate each term separately. In the process, we shall need the 
follow .ng elementary result: 
LELIMA 6.1. Let a be an irreducible unitary representation of G. Then 
Tr(n(h,) a(x)-‘) = et’“‘O’-il’+P’ll*t IIPli*) @,(x), xE G, 
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where 
G,(x)= @x4 - @,(x), 
Q,‘(X) = Tr(Q,f(rr(x)-’ @Id*) Q,‘) and Id* = Id,;. 
ProojI Remark first that, in view of Proposition 2.1 and of the identity 
(1.3.6), 
er(n(R)-~~~+~~~~2+~~~~t*)~nf(x) = Tr(n(h:) Q,‘(n(x)-’ @Id*) Q,‘). (6.1.4) 
Furthermore, using the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, one has 
Tr(n(hf) QZ(r(x)-’ 0 Id*) Q,‘> 
= Tr(;rS(h:)(a(x)-’ 0 Id*) Q,‘) 
= z, ,$, (7S(h: )(~(x)-‘L 0 ef 1, Q,‘K, 0 $1) 
= g, fi jG(n(v)a(x)-It,,, t,M:b9+.i%+ 
= 5 j (n(y) n(x)-‘&, t,> Tr h:(y) 4~9 
n=~ G 
i.e., 
Tr(n(h:) Q,‘(rr(x)-’ @ Id*) Q,‘) = Tr(n(Tr h:) z(x)-‘). (6.1.5) 
Combining (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) one obtains the stated result. 
6.2 
In order to describe the result for the term T;(hjd’) we need to introduce 
some notation. Let X, (resp. X2) be a unit vector in n, (resp. n,, if n2 # 0) 
and set 
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Jz 
R= l)alJI x1p if n, = 0, 
Then {-f, y, A} is a Lie triple, i.e., 
[E?, 21 = 22, [r?, PI= -2F, [2,91 = I?. 
We cau assume that the fixed maximal torus T in K contains X- Y. We 
then choose a particular positive root system !PO for the pair (gc, tc) 
according to the prescription in (28, Sect. 2.A] and put p0 = p( YJ. Since the 
choice of ul, was not a special one, we can also assume that vl, c YO. 
Recall that, any I EL, gives rise to a unitary character eA of T by the 
rule 
en (exp Y) = e’(*), YE t, 
and all the characters of T arise in this fashion. 
Now set rI = exp(t(X- Y)) E T, t E F?. Then the relation e*(rl) = 
eG k( w, t E R associates with every 1 E L, an integer k(A). 
Call Lk the set of regular elements in L,. As already mentioned in 
Section 4, to each 1 E Lk one may attach, following Harish-Chandra, a 
discretc. series representation xA E ed. The mapping 1 E Lk b zA E G, is 
surjective, and rrA, = rcJz if and only if ;1, and A, are conjugate under W, ; in 
addition, one has 7s, = x-~. 
In p;trticular, we can rewrite (6.1.2) as 
(6.2.1) 
where 3. runs over a complete set of representatives for the orbits of W, in 
Lk, ]d;Z)] is the formal degree of n, (given by (4.2.2)), @A = QrA and we 
have u ;ed Lemma 6.1 together with the fact that 
DEW = 11412 - lIPlIZ* 
Thus 
Wid’) = c l4A)l e’“‘Al,2-IiP+Pc112) T;(@Q (6.2.2) 
A 
and WC: are now in a position to apply Arthur’s results in [ 11. Indeed, since 
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0-A clearly belongs to the closed subspace U:(G) generated by the matrix 
coefficients of rrA, Corollary 7.3 in [ I] gives 
Ti(O-,) = Ce&) Id(lZ)(-’ @-,(I) c det(x) sign k(wA), (6.2.3) 
WEWK 
where 
E&) = sign n (A, a) 
asYJo 
and C is an explicitly computable constant (cf. [24, Sect. 21, as corrected in 
[ll, Sect. I]). 
We now remark that 
4jmn( 1) = dim(Z’(x-,) @ Ei)K - dim(Z(rr-,) 0 E;)K 
= dim Hom,@‘(rrJ, EL) - dim Hom,(R(n,), EL). 
From (1.3.7) and Lemma 9.4 in ]4] it follows that 
@-n(l) = 1, if A E w,cU + PC>, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Together with (6.2.2), (6.2.3) and DeGeorge’s computations Ill, Sect. 2) 
this finally gives 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For any t > 0, one has 
W&i’) = ‘-‘;” I E,& + P,> c det(4 sign W~P + PA 
= 0, otherwise; 
here p = fdim G/K and K(T) = the number of inequivalent cusps of IT In fact 
(cf. [ 11, Lemma 5]), 
Wr(hjd’) = 0, unless g r sI(2, IF?) or su(2, 1). 
6.3 
We proceed now to evaluate lim,, o. T;(hjc’). By (6.1.3), Lemma 6.1, and 
formula (5.1.3), one has 
x 1% II 1% n, II P,(V) dv 4 dn,, (6.3.1) 
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Thus it is enough to estimate the limit as t -+ co for each of the terms 
T,(t) = I,I, jm e-f'"2+cJo)) @,,,(n, n,) 
I 2 --oo 
x log I/h3 n, II P,(V) cfv h h- (6.3.2) 
Along: with To we shall also consider the integrals 
T:(t) = ,f j jm e-‘(“ztc~(u)) @~,,(n, nJ 
N, N2 -00 
here 
x log II log n, II P&) dv dn, d4 ; (6.3.3) 
and thu; 
T,(t) = T,‘(t) - T,-(t). (6.3.4) 
We shall also need the following simple observation: for any irreducible 
unitary representation rzof G, x E G and k E K, one has 
@;(kxk-‘) = Q,‘(x). (6.3.5) 
Indeed 
(!,f(x(k) @ Id*) = jK a(hk) @ E:(h) dh = Qz(Id @ c:(k)-‘) (6.3.5a) 
and sin ilarly 
(n(k)OId*)Q;=j a(kh)O&:(h)dh=(IdO&:(k)-‘)Q~, (6.3.5b) 
K 
so that 
Q,f(x(kx-‘k-‘)@Id*)Q: 
= Q;((Id @ &f(k)-‘)@(x)-’ 0 Id*)(Id 0 e;(k))) Q,’ 
= Q;(n(x)-’ @Id*) Q,“, 
which lbroves (6.3.5). 
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By a well-known technique, the calculations involved in the evaluation of 
T:(t) can be reduced down to SL(2, R) or SU(2, l), according to whether N 
is abelian or not. 
So, let us fix X, E n,, Y,=-8X,, H=f[X,,Y,]Ea and, if n,#O, 
X, E n2, Y, = --8X, such that [X,, Y,] = H. Then {X, , Y, , H} generate an 
algebra isomorphic to sI(2, R) and, when n2 # 0, {X,, Y,, X,, Y,, H} 
generate an algebra isomorphic to $242, 1). Using the property (6.3.5) for 
k E M and Kostant’s double transitivity principle, we can rewrite T:(t) as 
follows: 
if ttz = 0 and m, = dim n1 = 1, then 
if n, = 0 and m, > 1, then 
T:(t) = jOw tml-’ log <j:w e-r(u2+cu(o)) 4p:,,(x)pu,(v) dvdt[, (6.3.6b) 
if n, # 0 (which implies m, > 1) and m, = dim n2 = 1, then 
if m2 > 1, then 
(6.3.6d) 
where 
E SL(2, R) in (6.3.6a) and (6.3.6b) (6.3.7i) 
and 
E SU(2, 1) in (6.3.6~) and (6.3.6d). (6.3.7ii) 
We then use the HA +K decomposition in SL(2, F?) and SU(2, l), to write 
x = k’ak”, k’, k” E K, a E A, 
580/53/2-l 
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where th: radial component has the expression 
a = exp sH, s >, 0, 
with 
sinh s = r/2, if x is given by (6.3.7(i), (6.3.8i) 
I:osh*s = (1 + <*/2)* + $, if x is given by (6.3.7(ii). (6.3.8ii) 
It the11 follows that 
@J$,~(x) = @i,v(k’ak”) = @z,,(k”k’ exp sH), 
and so, llenoting k = k”k’, 
‘S:,“(x) = Tr(Qz(Id @ ei(k))(rr(exp sH)-’ @ Id*) Q,‘). (6.3.9) 
The r ext step in estimating the behavior of T:(t) as t -+ co consists in 
replacing Q:,“(x) by the corresponding “constant erm.” To explain this we 
need to recall the asymptotic expansion for the matrix coefficients of a prin- 
cipal se] ies representation. An appropriate reference for this, in the real-rank 
one cast:, in Knapp-Stein [ 171. We record below their result, under a form 
adapted to our context, after introducing some notation. 
Let F’ EM’ such that WM is the nontrivial element of the Weyl group 
WA = k”/M, and let A(w, u, flv) be the intertwining operator from ZO,, 
to &“,o, --v corresponding to u E B and v E &? and v E R. Define the operator 
B(w, u): X0 + &,, by 
(Ww, u>.f)(k) = f&w), f E&F”,,kEK 
and the 1 set 
c,'(u, v) = (A(w, u, v)*B(w, u) 0 Id*) Qf, 
c: (a, v) = (n,(w) - ‘B(w, a) *A (w, u, -v> n,(w) 0 Id * 1 Q,' . 
(6.3.10) 
LEM~ IA 6.3. There are constants 6 > 0, /3 > 0, c > 0 and n E Z + such 
that for all v E R and for all s > 0, 
pu,(v) ]((rr(exp(sH)-’ @ Id*) Qd - e-O(l+\/=i “%Y,f(u, v) 
-e -4(1-~v)sCf(u, -v)ll < c(1 + Iv])” e+ 
Proqc This follows from the estimate in [ 17, Proposition 321, [ 17, 
Lemma 351 and the fact that the Plancherel density p,(v) is an even function 
of polynomial growth. 
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Given two functions f(t), g(f) we will write f N g if 
liml+,df(t) - g(t)) = 0. Modulo this equivalence relation, and using 
Lemma 6.3 together with the bounded convergence theorem, we can replace 
,u,(v) @z,“(x) (see (6.3.9)) in the formulae (6.3.6ab(6.3.6d) by 
e -ml ’ Ci “)’ Y:,,(k), where 
YZ.,(k) = Tr(QZ (Id 0 ~:(k))(C,f (u, v) + C? (0, v)>). 
We now consider the integral 
and claim that one can shift the integration to the line Rev = -6 for 6 > 0 
sufficiently small. Indeed, P:,,(k) is analytic in a strip 1 Im z 1 < 6 and so it is 
enough to check that 
,-t(Rtij=i~)* e -4(1-rt&iR)y/k 
c~,Rtfl.@)~~ = 0. 
In turn this follows from the estimate 
le- t(Rt&h)2e -/3(1-rt&?R)yA u.Rt Jri.@)i 
<e- t(R2-S2) emD(II CF(u, R + \/-1 z)ll + [I C:(a, R + n z)ll) 
together with the fact that 
II C?,@, z)ll < ec”’ for some c > 0, 
which is a consequence of a similar estimate for the intertwining operators. 
Therefore, 
i 
00 
p(x, q = e-tcp(o) e-t’“-q=iS’* 
-a, 
Xe -4(1+stJ-iu)syi w-fisW) dv 
and so 
Is,‘(x, ql< ,-0c1ts,s,-tcc,cu)-s*) 
I 
co 
emru2 1 Yz,,-~,(k)(dv. 
-* 
The presence of the exponential factor e--B(1t6)S forces integrability with 
respect to x in the expressions obtained by replacing @,‘.y(x)~,,(v) in the 
formulae (6.3.6a)-(6.3.6d) by e-8(1tfl”)sY~,,(k) and, on the other hand, 
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the presence of the term e -r(c~(o)-S2) forces these expressions to converge to 
0 as t + co, as long as c,(a) > 0. We can thus conclude 
PROPCISITXON 6.4. Zf c,(u) > 0 for all aEl%i such that 
(Z(o) fjj EJ” # 0, then lim,,, T;(hjc’) = 0. 
The gInera case, when cr(a) is allowed to vanish, is more difficult to deal 
with. Th: limit at co of Ti(hjc’) is, of course, necessarily finite but it involves 
the derilrative of the constant term at v = 0 which does not appear to be 
always 2 ero. 
The results obtained in this section are summarized in the following 
statemer t :
PROPOSITION 6.5. Assume that cu(a) > 0 for all u E I@ such that 
(O?‘(U) 6) EJM # 0. Then 
lim W,(h,) = (-12)Ptl 
t+cc WI GCU + P,) c det(w) sign k(w@ + P,)), WSWx 
ifp+PcEL; 
= 0, otherwise; 
in partil!ular it is always 0 except for g g eI(2, I?) or 542, 1). 
7. L*-INDEX THEOREMS AND APPLICATIONS 
We srall now put together the various pieces of information obtained in 
the prec.eding sections to get an expression for the Lz-index of a twisted 
Dirac o aerator. After making some simple deductions concerning the general 
L *-inde:;, we will employ it to derive the L*-signature formula for locally 
symmeteic manifolds of finite volume and strictly negative sectional 
curvatuee, which in turn will be used to detect noninvariant classes in the 
middle- Gmensional L*-cohomology of some of these manifolds. 
Let us recall that the simply connected symmetric Riemannian manifolds 
of strictly negative sectional curvature are isomorphic to the hyperbolic 
spaces .3:; here IK is either [R = the real numbers, @ = the complex numbers, 
IH = the quaternions or 0 = the Cayley numbers, in which case n = 2. They 
arise a; homogeneous paces of real-rank one semisimple Lie groups as 
follows 
H”, = SO&l, l)/so(n), H”, = SU(n, 1)/U(n), 
HnH= SP(% l)/Sp(n) X SPU), HZ, = F4,,/Spin(9). 
A Clifford-Klein form for such a hyperbolic space X is of the form X,. = 
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Z’\G/K, with r a discrete subgroup of G. In what follows we shall always 
assume that r is neat (i.e., the group generated by the eigenvalues of any 
y E r contains no roots of unity), hence torsion-free, and also thqt T\G has 
finite invariant volume; in particular, such a r will automatically satisfy the 
property (3.6), so that the results of the previous sections are applicable. 
7.1 
Let X = G/K be an even-dimensional hyperbolic space and X, = T\G/K a 
Clifford-Klein form of X of finite Riemannian volume. The notation being as 
in Subsection 1.3, we consider .an irreducible f,-module V,, whose highest 
weight p E t,$ satisfies the condition (1.3.3), and form the corresponding 
Dirac operators D:,r on X,. Let h,f, denote the associated spinor heat 
kernels and let 
ht.,(x) = Tr h&,(x) - Tr &Jx)~ x E G, t > 0. 
According to Proposition 3.2 and the Selberg Trace Formula (Subsection 
3.4), for any t > 0, 
index D:,r = 7-r X(&J = Cr(ht,,) + Wht,,) + fMht.J 
+ Wt,,) + Jr(ht.,) + Wht,,) + ~r&,)~ 
For the reader’s convenience we list below the results of the computations 
made in Sections 4-6 concerning the contribution given by each term in the 
above formula to the L2-spinor index. Recall that, by hypothesis, r is 
torsion-free. 
Wt.,) = aP + PC) vW\G) by Proposition 4.2; 
J%(h,,) = 09 since there are no elliptic elements; 
Wht,,) = 03 by Proposition 4.3; 
lim I,@,,,) = 0, 
t-m 
(cf. Proposition 5.4); 
(7.1.1) 
(7.1.2) 
(7.1.3) 
(7.1.4) 
lim J,(h,,,) = ri 2 t+cn Tr c:,~(u, 0), o&i? 
CJIW >o 
(7.1.5) 
as shown in Proposition 5.6 (the subscript p was added to the notation for 
the “twisted” r-intertwining operators ~:(a, b) to account for their depen- 
dence on the parameter ,u). 
(7.1.6). According to (4.5.4) and (4.5.6), 
Wh,,,) = C2V’l CAY,,) dim VW, if XzHHZ,“, 
= 0, ?or all other hyperbolic spaces. 
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(7.1.7:. Under the assumption that 
(A) cl(u) > Ofor all u E fi such that (S’(u) 0 EJM # 0, one has (cf 
Propositton 6.5) 
lim K-:ht,,) t-m 
=c, tfX is not isomorphic to Hh or Hi or ,u + pc is singular; 
= AT K(I’)E,,(~ + p,) c det(w) sign k(w@ + p,)), otherwise. 
WSW, 
Condiion (A) is clearly undesirable and it prevents us from getting a 
reasonably explicit general index formula. We note however that (A) is 
automatically satisfied when p + pc is regular (cf. Lemma 5.5) and also when 
X is a real hyperbolic space of dimension >4. The reason, in the latter case, 
is that, ;,s shown in [ 17, Proposition 501, all the principal series represen- 
tations for the Lorentz groups SO&, 1) are irreducible, and so property (A) 
follows, Igain, from Lemma 5.5. 
Anoth:r troublesome term in the index formula is the “residual” 
contribuiion (7.1.5). Again we remark that, for the same reasons as above, 
this term disappears when ,u + pc is regular and also when X is isomorphic to 
HE, with n > 2. 
The above discussion is summarized in the following statement: 
THEOLEM 7.1. Let Xr = T\G/K be a Cl@ord-Klein form of finite 
Riemannian volume for a 2p-dimensional hyperbolic space, with Tc G neat. 
Let VW 1je an irreducible f,-module whose highest weight p satisj7es (1.3.3) 
and let LIZ,, be the corresponding (+)-Dirac operator on Xr with coeflcients 
in V,. 
(a) Assume that ,u + pc is regular. Then 
index D:,r = d(a + p,) vol(T\G) + 6, C,(T) c, E( YJ dim V,, 
+ )(-lY’+‘W) &,Ol+ P,) c det(w) sign NW@ + P,)), 
WEWK 
where 8, is 0 except for X = Hy when 6, = 1; the last term is 0 except when 
X= Hh #x Hi. 
(b) Assume that X is a real hyperbolic space of dimension >4. Then 
index D,‘,r = d@ + p,) vol(T\G); 
in partic rlar it is 0 when p + pc is singular. 
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COROLLARY 7.2. Let G, r, and p be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1. 
Assume in addition that p + p, satisfies the condition 
p - p,( !Pu) is !P,,-dominant and regular. (7.1.8) 
Then the multiplicity of the corresponding discrete series 71, + pc in L 2(r\G) is 
given by the Osborne-Warner-DeGeorge formula [ 11,241. 
Proof: Using results in [32] ( see also [34]), it follows from (7.1.8) that 
the only class K E G such that x, = x, +p, and Horn&F(n), E,) # 0 is x, + p,, 
and also that 
Thus, formula (1.3.8) becomes 
index D,‘,r = m,-(z, +p,). 
Together with Theorem 7.1(a) this proves the claim. 
Remarks. (1) In view of a well-known result of Trombi and Varadarajan 
(see [34]) condition (7.1.8) is automatically satisfied if X, +p is integrable. 
Thus our Corollary 7.2 is an extension of the multiplicity formula for 
integrable representations of Osborne-Warner to a larger class of discrete 
series, corresponding to a “sufficiently” regular parameter. 
(2) In general, Theorem 7.1(a), (b), together with identity (1.3.8) 
provides a link between the multiplicities in L’(T\G) of the (finite set of) 
classes 71 E d such that x, = x~+~,. This generalizes results obtained by 
DeGeorge-Wallach [ 121, Miatello [20], and Ragozin-Warner [27 ] for r 
cocompact. 
(3) Let (r,}zO be a tower of subgroups of r, i.e., a descending sequence 
of normal subgroups such that r,, = r, ri has finite index in r and 
nzOri= (l}. Then 
lim 
index Df,r. 
i-00 VOl(T,\G) ’ = 0 + PA- 
Indeed, as shown in [ 11, Sect. 31, one has 
Km 
i% vol(T\G) 
C,V,) 
= O = 2% vol(T,\G) * 
We are thus left to treat the “residual” contribution only. Since the sum in 
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(7.1.5) is taken over a finite set, which is independent of r, it is enough to 
observe that 
ITrc ~,,h, WI< dim(R(a) oE:)~, 
which follows from the fact that cf,&(a, 0) is self-adjoint and its square is the 
identity clperator on (Z’(a) @ E,f)“. 
7.2 
We now discuss the L*-index of a general locally symmetric elliptic 
differentill operator acting on a manifold Xr as above. The term “locally 
symmetric” refers to operators of the form D, = Rr(D), introduced in 
Section 1. In order to express the L2-index of such an elliptic operator in 
terms of L2-spinor indices we need the following result of Miatello 1201 
(which i; actually valid for any connected semisimple Lie group G with 
finite cer ter such that rank G = rank K). 
LEMM,~ 7.3, Let E, F be two K-modules which afiord an elliptic 
D E (%(!I~) @ Hom(E, F))K. Then there exists a unique virtual t,-module V 
such that, in the representation ring R(t,) off,, one has 
[El - [J’l= [WS+ 1 - IS- 1). 
Using this and (1.2.4) one immediately gets 
PROPC SITION 7.4. Let D, = Rr(D) be a locally symmetric elliptic 
differential operator from 8r to %;Tr. Let 
where ,a ranges over a Jinite subset of L, c \/-‘;i t* and n, E E, be the 
virtual t,,module given by Lemma 7.3. Then 
index D, = c n, index Di,r . 
Togetller with Theorem 7.1, the above result can now be used to derive 
information about the L*-index of an arbitrary locally symmetric elliptic 
different al operator. To phrase the results in a simple form, reminiscent of 
the Hirz:bruch proportionality principle [ 161, it will be convenient o bring 
in the cclmpact dual symmetric spaces. 
Let k ’ = G//K denote the compact dual of X = G/K, where G is now 
assumed to be a real form of the simply connected complex semisimple Lie 
group G, with Lie algebra gc and G’ is the maximal compact subgroup of 
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G, containing K. The Lie algebras g of G and g’ of G’ are related via the 
orthogonal decompositions 
9=f@P, g’=f@&ip. 
The Killing form is positive definite on p, negative definite on fl p, and 
so, by choosing the appropriate sign it induces natural invariant metrics on 
X = G/K and X’ = G//K. It will be convenient o renormalize the Killing 
form and along with it the Riemannian metrics on X and X’, by insisting 
that the Haar measure induced on G, when the Haar measure on K has total 
mass 1, is the one we fixed in Section 3. 
Let D E (P(gc) @ Horn@, F))K; we denote by 8’, F’ the homogeneous 
vector bundles over X’ induced by E, F, and set 
D’ = R’(D): C=‘(&-“) + Coo(~~‘), 
where R’ stands for the regular representation of G’. 
With these conventions, we can now state 
THEOREM 7.5. Let X, = T\G/K be a Cllgord-Klein form of jkite 
Riemannian volume for a hyperbolic space X = G/K, with T c G neat. Let 
D, = Rr(D) be a locally symmetric elliptic dlreretial operator on X, and let 
D’ = R’(D) be the corresponding elliptic operator on X’ = G’/K. 
(a) Assume that X is a real hyperbolic space of dimension >3; then 
index D, = (-1)p vol Wr) 
vol(X’) 
index D’, with p = f dim X. 
(b) Let {ri}E, be a tower of subgroups of fi then 
ProoJ If X is odd-dimensional, then 
index D, = 0 = index D’. 
So, we can assume that X is even-dimensional. We now observe that, in view 
of Theorem 7.1 (b) and of Remark (3), the statement is certainly true for the 
Dirac operator with coefficients in an irreducible tc-module V,,. Indeed, it is 
well known (cf., e.g., 14, (3.13)1 that 
index 0:’ = (-l)p vol(X’) d& + P,). 
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The ge:teral case now follows from Proposition 7.4, once we realize that a 
similar result, i.e., 
index 3’ = 2 n, index 0:‘) if [El - iFI =C 5JJ$J(P+l- [S-l), 
holds, :.s a consequence of Bott’s index theorem [9], for D’, too. 
Remcwk. In the above statement index D’/vol(X’) can be replaced by 
ind, @$ where ind, denotes the “G-index” introduced and computed in [lo], 
and 22 := R(D). Thus assertion (a) can be interpreted as saying that for finite 
volume Clifford-Klein forms of real hyperbolic spaces, the Atiyah-Singer 
index fcirmula (cf. [S]) remains true, even though they are not necessarily 
compact. In general, however, the index formula involves some correction 
terms, recounting for the presence of the cusps, and the best we can say on 
the bar is of Theorem 7.5(b) is that l/vol(T\G) times the “correction” 
approac hes 0 as r shrinks to 1. 
7.3 
Because of its significance for the L*-cohomology, we will now examine in 
more dl:tail the L2-index of the signature operator. So, we assume from now 
on thr t dimXr = 4q and that we have chosen an orientation on 
Xr = I’ \G/K, by fixing a positive system of roots Yd 3 ul, as in Section 6. 
For the definition of the signature operator we refer to [.5, III, Sect. 61. If D: 
denotes the signature operator on Xr, then its L*-index is 
index D,f = dim &“+ (Xr) - dim Z (X,), (7.3.1) 
where ,Y(Xr) denotes the space of (complex) L*-harmonic forms on X,., and 
2?* (X,. I are the f 1-eigenspaces of the involution r defined by 
t(m) = (-qk’k-1)/*+9 * (JJ if deg cc) = k. (7.3.2) 
Actually, since Z”(Xr) @ QY~“-~(X,) contributes zero to the index if 
k # 2q, one has 
index D: = dim R”+(Xr) - dim Z?(Xr), (7.3.3) 
where I .ow 32(X,) are f 1-eigenspaces for the *-operator. Thus, the right- 
hand side of (7.3.3) is precisely the signature Sign(Xr) of the quadratic form 
w t--+ (, ~ o A w on 2Y2“(Xr ; R), and therefore 
Sign(Xr) = index D,f . (7.3.4) 
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Before stating the “L*-signature theorem” we need one more notation: let 
where W is the Weyl group of (gc, t,-). 
THEOREM 7.6. For X, as above, 
Sign(X,) = z;$; c WV) 
UEWO 
+ 2**&C2(r)c, - ix(r) 2 det(w) c sign k(wvp,); 
WEWK UEW, 
6, = 0 except for X = HP when 6, = 1, and the last term is 0 except when 
X= Hz. 
ProoJ: A formula similar to (7.3.2) defines an involution rO of the 
exterior algebra Ap, = Ck>,, Ak pc (which in fact induces r). The 
corresponding f 1-eigenspaces, A * pc, are precisely the K-modules used to 
construct he operator 0:. It is well-known (see, e.g., [5, lot. cit.]) that 
IA+ PC1 - IA- PC1 = I~l(l~+l- [S-l> 
in the representation ring of Spin(p) and thus, a fortiori, in R(tJ. 
Furthermore, by 125, Lemma 2.21, 
s* = c V”Do-Pc’ 
OEWO 
deMoI = f 1 
with pO = p( YJ. 
In view of Proposition 7.4, it follows that 
index D: = c index D&-p,,r. 
UEWO 
We are now in a position to apply Theorem 7.1 (a) to get 
Since 
index D: = vol(X,) c det(v) 1 d(vp,)l 
UEWO 
+ &C2V’k c dim Vvpo--pc 
UEWO 
- $c(IJ c c det(w) sign k(wvp,). 
UEWO W%W, 
(7.3.5) 
I d(v~o)l = ld@Jl = & 
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the first term in the right-hand side, of (7.3.5) is 
VONX,) c det(v) (= v”;gi Sign(X’)) . 
vow’) LIE w, 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. In a similar fashion one can obtain a formula for the L2-Euler 
charac:eristic of X,. We leave the details to the interested reader. 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let X,. = T\G/K be as in the previous statement, with 
G one of the groups SU(2n, 1) (n > 2), Sp(2n, I), (n > l), or F4,1. Then, if 
vol(X,.I is suflciently large, one has 
dim ~‘q(Xr) > dim Hzq(X’), 
i.e., 3 ‘“(Xr) must contain non-invariant classes. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorems 7.5(b), 7.6, and the fact 
that in all the above cases C,,w, det(v) = 1 (see, e.g., [7, Sect. 1 I). 
Remark. It is known that, for any complete Riemannian manifold, the 
L2-harnonic cohomology maps injectively into the L2-cohomology. (In fact, 
according to [8, Theorem 41, if rank G = rank K, then canonical map is 
actually an isomorphism-at least when r is arithmetic.) So, one can replace 
zm(X-) in the above statement by the L2-cohomology space H;I,(X,-). Also, 
as reantly proved by Zucker [35, Sect. 61, when G = SU(n, 1) the latter is 
isomorphic to the Goresky-MacPherson middle intersection homology of the 
Baily- 3orel-Satake compactification of Xr . 
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